




• In situations characterized by “wicked 
complexity” the normal rules for the practice of complexity the normal rules for the practice of 
dialogue break down;  

• Based upon the axioms and laws of the Science 
of Dialogic Design  we understand why this of Dialogic Design, we understand why this 
situation represents special challenge for our 
cognitive capacities;

S d Di l i  D i  i    • Structured Dialogic Design science represents a 
disciplined response to the increasingly familiar 
breakdowns in collective planning AND DESIGN 
situations;

• It is particularly useful in situations where there 
does not exist a body of established theory or y y
knowledge on which to base policies and programs 
for action.



Seek understanding first and agreement second
St k h ld  h  diff i  ti  d Stakeholders have differing perspectives and 
different power bases
Stakeholders can only succeed by collaboratingy y g

Begin at the beginning and unpack complexity 
Stakeholders often leap into solving problems before 
th  h  full  d fin d th  pr bl m t  b  r l dthey have fully defined the problem to be resolved
Complex knowledge needs to be reduced to 
elemental observations so that it can be processed 
systematically and systemically

Construct new meaning with disciplined dialogue
Collaboratively manipulate and reconfigure ideas Collaboratively manipulate and reconfigure ideas 
based upon rules of logic





• The Webscope wiki technology was employed by 
an international team of SDD practitioners, who 
worked together from eight different countries worked together from eight different countries 
located around the world towards discovering 
the roadblocks facing President Barack Obama in 
realizing his vision of a bottom-up democracy for 
the people of the United States of America.



• The group work of the team of stakeholders 
focused on constructing a Root Cause 
Map diagnosing the fundamental inhibitors to Map diagnosing the fundamental inhibitors to 
the actualization of a bottom-up democracy as 
visualized by President Obama:
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/peter-m-shane/voting-for-democracy-
the_b_139262.html



1) Knowledge and experience with the1) Knowledge and experience with the 
theory and practice of SDD;

2)Interest in the practice of participative 
democracy at a global scale;democracy at a global scale;

3) Familiarity with the use of the Web3) Familiarity with the use of the Web.   







Enter our pictures here and a statement 
 or tow.



• Assure a “level playing field”
Guide participants to contribute with -- Guide participants to contribute with 

equal power to avoid “group think”
• Cultivate an environment for authentic 

listening
-- Protect and promote the authenticity of 
participants who are desperate to have participants who are desperate to have 
their voices heard 

• Apply a consistent, transparent process
U  di l  th d  th t t  -- Use dialogue methods that promote 

iterative learning, and the emergence of 
group agreement with understanding g p g g



4   A i  t  A  S d F d ti        4   Axioms to Assure Sound Foundations       
for the Science

6    Methods to Build Consensus  6    Methods to Build Consensus  
7    Patterns of Graphic Language  
4    Stages of Interactive Inquiry  4    Stages of Interactive Inquiry  
7    Laws of Effective Dialogue



COMPLEXITY: We live in a world that 
is very complex.  Most observers are 
confused.  Social systems design issues y g
are strongly interconnected (Warfield).
PARSIMONYY: Human cognition & 
attention is limited.  Human beings are 

ll  l d d i   d i  usually overloaded in group design 
meetings leading to bad designs 
(Simon).
SALIENCY Th  fi ld f ti  i  SALIENCY: The field of options in 
designing social systems is 
multidimensional. Salient synthesis is 
difficult (Boulding)difficult (Boulding).
ENGAGEMENT: Disregarding the 
participation of the stakeholders in 
designing social systems is unethical  designing social systems is unethical, 
and the designs are bound to fail 
(Ozbekhan).



1) Nominal Group Technique1) Nominal Group Technique
2) Interpretive Structural Modeling 

(ISM)(ISM)
3) DELPHI
4) Options Field4) Options Field
5) Options Profile

T d ff A l i  6) Trade-off Analysis 



1) Elemental Observation
2) Problematique (A mess)
3) Influence Tree (Root Cause (

Map)
4) Options Field
5) Options Profile / Scenario 
6) Superposition Pattern) p p
7) Action Plan Pattern



1) Definition or Anticipationp
2) Design of Alternatives
3) Decision)

4) Action Planning 



1) Requisite Variety (Ashby)q y ( y)
2) Requisite Parsimony (Miller, Warfield)
3) Requisite Saliency (Boulding)) q y ( g)
4) Requisite Meaning & Wisdom (Peirce)
5) Requisite Authenticity & Autonomy 5) Requisite Authenticity & Autonomy 

(Tsivacou)
6) Requisite Evolutionary Learning (Dye)) q y g ( y )
7) Requisite Action (Laouris)



Defining the Framework for 
Generating Collective Wisdom

Issue Complex Design
Sit ti

Classification 
f I

Influence

Generating Collective Wisdom

Statements
before Classification

Situation of Issue 
Statements

Pattern

Problematique
Si i

Generate & Clarify 
h I

Cluster 
h I

Structure 
h R l iSituation the Issues the Issues the Relations



Collectively “vote” on the significance of a specified 

“ Suppose we were able to make 

y g f f p f
logical linkage between each pair of issues

 Suppose we were able to make 
progress in addressing Factor X , 
will this SIGNIFICANTLY enhance 
our capacity to address Factor Y ?  ”

Software exists to support group work based on Software exists to support group work based on 
this simple structuring algorithm to generate a 
directional map of influence propagated across the 
entire SYSTEM of issues (Efficiency gains of a ( y g
factor of 4 or more)







E l i iExplaining
Influence voting

Importance VotingGenerating



The New Agora of the Global VillageThe New Agora of the Global Village



“In the context of Obama's vision for 
engaging stakeholders from all walks of life engaging stakeholders from all walks of life 
in a bottom-up democracy employing 
Internet technology, what factors do we 
anticipate, on the basis of our experiences 
with SDDP, will emerge as inhibitors to the 
actualization of his vision?"actualization of his vision?

The 13 participants generated 59 Inhibitors.





188 Entries in the Discussion tab of Round 2





From the 
webscope

F T bl 3From Table 3 
(generated from 
Cogniscope II 
Software)Software)





"Inhibitor #22: Corporate control of the means of p
Democracy." emerged from the inquiry as the most 
influential inhibitor to the realization of the bottom-up 
democracy vision  In other words  in accordance with democracy vision. In other words, in accordance with 
the majority vote of the team, the inhibitor that exerts 
the highest leverage in inhibiting the practice of 
b  d  i  h   l f h  bottom-up democracy is the corporate control of the 
means of democracy.

“Inhibitor #14: Insufficient attention given to facilitator 
capacitation.” emerged as the second most influential 
i hibitinhibitor.



It is perhaps no great surprise that when a panel p p g p p
of systems scientists from across the globe pull 
their heads together around challenges that 
President Elect Obama is likely to face…the y
most influential factor underlying the success 
of such an outcome was judged to be the 
commitment that government leaders and commitment that government leaders and 
agencies actually hold in supporting a 
grassroots effort. 

The global design team phrased this as 
"insufficient attention given to facilitator g
capacitation."



Enabling pathways for many, many voices with Enabling pathways for many, many voices with 
many, many ideas to flow in an orderly fashion 
toward the highest summits of national 
thinking is not going to be an easy process.



If the political will is found to assure p
"capacitation" of a process that facilitates 
grassroots contribution to national policy, then 
this "capacitation" can lead to an evolution this "capacitation" can lead to an evolution 
within which the overwhelming variety of 
individual concerns across the nation are 
brought to the planning table are managed and 
within which democratic process facilitation 
shills and resources become progressively shills and resources become progressively 
more available to serve the peoples of the 
nation.



Please visit:Please visit:

http://obamavision wikispaces com/Resultshttp://obamavision.wikispaces.com/Results



Steps in each Stage of InquirySteps in each Stage of Inquiry
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